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1 ABOUT THIS DOCUMENT 

This best-practice guide for SAP Business Process Improvement is part of a series of guides which describe 
the different applications within the Business Process Improvement portfolio in SAP Solution Manager.  

This document is based on the SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SP11. That means, this document contains 
screenshots of an SAP Solution Manager 7.2 system but can be used as well for SAP Solution Manager 7.2, 
SP08 to SP10. 

 

Additional information is indicated by the lightbulb icon.  

 

 Important remarks are indicated by the exclamation mark icon.  
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2 INTRODUCTION – WHAT ARE VIRTUAL CHARACTERISTICS? 

Virtual characteristics support you to define a company related view that represents your company structure 
like regions, markets or business divisions/brands based on your SAP organizational units like company 
codes, sales organizations and plants. A virtual characteristic can be used to map your technical SAP 
organizational units (company codes, sales organizations or plants) to non-SAP related company structures 
like regions, markets or business divisions/brands.  

Virtual characteristics can be used as additional customer-own filter characteristics for data stored in 
Business Process (BP) Analytics. Furthermore, virtual characteristics can be used in Business Process 
Operations Dashboards (BPO) as filter, category or drilldown.  

In this document, you will learn step by step how to create a virtual characteristic for your BP Analytics key 
figures. 

3 PREREQUISITES  

3.1 Required Software Components and SAP Notes 

To configure and use the virtual characteristics in the version described in this document, SAP Solution 
Manager 7.2 SP11 (or higher) is required. However, the virtual characteristics can be used as of Solution 
Manager 7.1, Support Package 13. Please note that there has been a redesign of the user interface with 
Solution Manager 7.2 Support Package 6 where the number of steps of the guided procedure has been 
reduced from five to three. 

In addition to this, the following releases of software components are necessary as an absolute minimum: 

• ST-A/PI needs to be on ST-A/PI 01T SP2 or higher  

• Each connected managed system must have at least ST-A/PI 01T SP2 installed. 

• All SAP notes need to be implemented in SAP Solution Manager and managed systems as listed in 
the always updated SAP note 2324106 “Business Process Improvement: required SAP notes for 
ST7.2 SP05 or higher”. 

Prepare the system for BP Improvement by doing some fundamental customizing and configurations steps 
as listed in SAP note 2424585 “Business Process Improvement: starting with ST7.20 to SP05”. 

3.2 Supported Web Browsers 

The web browsers supported by SAP for Business Process Improvement tools are determined by the client 
UI technology used by the application of the Business Process Improvement Suite. 

For SAPUI5, you can find the supported browsers in SAP note 2569081 - IE browser support in SAPUI5 after 
2020. 

For Web Dynpro, you can find the supported browsers on wiki page 
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/WDABAP/Browser+supporting 

3.3 Assign Required Authorizations 

The authorization concept of Business Process Improvement in general distinguishes between two different 
type of users: 

- the Configurator User who is able to perform the fundamental configuration steps for Business Process 

Improvement and can see all business data as provided by the data collection and configuration of 

Business Process Improvement. He can also configure the virtual characteristics (because he has role 

SAP_SM_BPOANA_ALL assigned which contains the authorization OBJECT 'SM_BPM_ACF' ID 

'ACTVT' FIELD '01'). 

- the Dialog User who has only restricted authorizations in terms of features and functions, and only has a 

limited view on business data (for example only data for certain company codes or purchasing 

organizations. 

https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/WDABAP/Browser+supporting
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In case you want to restrict the authorization of display users for this application (only in a later stage 
of your BPImp project), you will find a more detailed description of the roles and authorization objects 
in chapter “Roles overview” of the documentation “Authorization Concept for Business Process 
Improvement" which can be found on the SAP Wiki page 
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement on tab "Technical 
Information" -> section "SAP Solution Manager 7.2" -> Document "Authorization Concept for 
Business Process Improvement". 

The following roles and authorization objects (including some additional value extensions for certain 
authorization objects) are required for a configuration user in Business Process Improvement (SAP Best 
Practice is to start with this set of roles): 

On Solution Manager: 

• Required to enter Solution Manager Launchpad (tr. SM_WORKCENTER) 

o Role SAP_SMWORK_BPO: necessary to see BPO tabs in SM_WORKCENTER 

o SAP_BC_WEBSERVICE_CONSUMER: needed for SM_WORKCENTER and to display 

Dependency Diagrams 

here authorization object S_SERVICE needs field SRV_TYPE extended by value 'HT'. 

• Needed to create Solution and Logical Component Groups in Solution Administration and to 

maintain Solution Documentation: 

o Role SAP_SM_SL_ADMIN 

o Authorization Object S_SMDDOC:   

▪ ACTVT = 70 

o Authorization Object S_DEVELOP: 

▪ ACTVT = 01, 02 03, 06 

▪ DEVCLASS = * 

▪ OBJNAME = * 

▪ OBJTYPE = ECSD 

▪ P_GROUP = * 

o Authorization Object SM_SUTMNGT 

▪ ACTVT = 60 

▪ LC_NAME   = * 

▪ SDC_NAME = * 

• Required for Solution Documentation in order to maintain analytics objects 

o Role SAP_SYSTEM_REPOSITORY_DIS 

o Role SAP_SETUP_DSWP_BPM 

• Required specifically for tools in Business Process Improvement Suite: 

o Role SAP_BI_E2E_BPO: needed to display data in BPImp tools provided by BW Twincubes 

for Business Process Improvement 

o Role SAP_SM_BPOANA_ALL General role in order to configure and administer Business 

Process Improvement 

here authorization object SM_BPM_ANA needs the following field value extensions: 

▪ ANALYTFUNC =  * 

https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement
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▪ APP_AREA     =  * 

▪ BPM_OBJECT =  * 

▪ SYSCLNT       =  * 

o Role SAP_SM_DASHBOARDS_ADMIN Needed to configure and display BPO Dashboards 

and Dependency Diagrams 

o Role SAP_SM_BPOIMP_ALL Needed to configure and display Unified Analytics and 

Automation Rate Cockpit 

• (Optional, but sometimes helpful): Basic authorizations to check and maintain the SAP Solution 

Manager Configuration (transaction SOLMAN_SETUP) 

o Role SAP_SV_SOLUTION_MANAGER 

o SAP_SOLMAN_DIRECTORY_ADMIN 

On managed system: 

• Role SAP_MANAGED_BPOANA_ALL: General Business Process Improvement role on Managed 

System in order to be able to display data in the detail list. 

• Role SAP_S_RFCACL: Required if a trusted RFC destination is used as a Dialog RFC destination. 
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3.4 Setup Data Collection for Business Process Improvement 

A virtual characteristic will always be used in relation to one or more key figures (KPIs). Therefore, as a 
prerequisite, you need to create and activate data collection instances of these key figures (also called 
Analytics Objects) which will be used then by Business Process Analytics. Furthermore, the characteristics 
underlying the virtual characteristics, need to be flagged as group-by-parameters when setting up the key 
figures. 

Details can be found in the corresponding chapter of the Best Practice Guide for Business Process 
Analytics. This document can be found at Business Process Improvement - Solution Manager - SCN Wiki 
under tab Technical Information section SAP Solution Manger 7.2 – subsection Business Process 
Analytics, Best Practice.  
 

4 HOW TO CONFIGURE VIRTUAL CHARACTERISTICS   

The configuration of virtual characteristics can be started via the SAP Solution Manager Launchpad 
(Transaction SOLMAN_WORKCENTER). 

Under tab Business Process Improvement, you will find a tile with the title Configuration – Virtual 
Characteristics. Please click on this tile to enter the setup of virtual characteristics. 

 

 

The configuration follows a three-step guided procedure. The entries made in each step need to be saved 
before you can navigate to the next step. In the following, the three configuration steps are described in 
detail.  

4.1  Step 1: Create Virtual Characteristics and Values 

Before you begin with the technical setup of virtual characteristics, you should decide how you want to group 
your organization units, for example by market, business unit, region or brand. Once this has been done, you 
can start creating your virtual characteristic. 

4.1.1 Create a new virtual characteristic 

To create a new virtual characteristic, press Append Row in the left table Virtual Characteristics. Enter a 
name and a description for your virtual characteristic. 

Every virtual characteristic that you want to create, needs to start with the prefix ZVIRT_CHARSTIC. If 
you click on Append Row, the prefix will automatically be prefilled. 
  

http://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement
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In this example, we defined two virtual characteristics ZVIRT_CHARSTIC_REGION, and 
ZVIRT_CHARSTIC_SUBREGION.  

 

 

4.1.2 Define virtual characteristic values for each virtual characteristic 

For your new virtual characteristic, choose the ‘concrete values’ which you would like to use for 
grouping. In our example, the regions are Northern America, Asia Pacific, Europe & Middle East.  

Select your virtual characteristic on the left table. Then, enter the corresponding values and their 
descriptions. If you need your descriptions in additional languages, please select the relevant language from 
the dropdown menu and maintain the translated descriptions. 

 

4.1.3 Enter virtual characteristic and value descriptions in the required languages 

By default, the description for the virtual characteristic and the corresponding values is entered in the 
language maintained in your SAP Solution Manager user settings. In our example, the default language is 
English (EN) 

If you would like to display your virtual characteristics in your BPO Dashboards or in BP Analytics also in 
different languages, you can do this by clicking on Add language. Here, you can use the F4 help to choose 
another language maintained in SAP Solution Manager. After pressing OK, you can select your additional 
language in the dropdown box.  
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Now you can enter your descriptions in the additional language. 

 

 

 

When you change the language on the left side, the language is switched on the right side as well and vice 
versa to keep the languages in sync in both tables. 

When you have finished entering your virtual characteristics and values, please press Save in the lower right 
corner before you navigate to the next screen. 
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4.2 Step 2: Map Virtual Characteristic Values to Real Values 

In the second step, you define for every possible virtual characteristic value which “real values” from the 
SAP system are comprised, e.g. our subregion South Europe consists of the company codes (Semantic 
ID ERP_BUKRS) ES01, IT01, and PT01. We refer to this step as mapping.  

4.2.1 How to maintain the mapping 

To maintain your mapping, select your virtual characteristic (1). Then, select a virtual characteristic 
value (2). For each virtual characteristic value, maintain the mapping to a real characteristic, i.e. to a 
Semantic ID (3). The Semantic ID is a technical identifier needed by the infrastructure and can be 
considered a kind of technical name for the characteristic. You can use the value help to enter a 
Semantic ID. In the fourth step, maintain the mapping to the real values of the real Semantic ID (4). 

You can change the size of the upper and lower part of the screen, e.g. reduce the size of the Virtual 
Characteristics/Values table to have more space to maintain the mapping (see red arrow) 

 

4.2.2 Additional mapping for different key figure categories 

In case you would like to use your virtual characteristics with different key figure categories, e.g. with 
sales key figures, you would need to define another mapping which uses the ERP sales organization 
(semantic ID ERP_VKORG). In our example, you can see for the virtual characteristic 
ZVIRT_CHARSTIC_REGION that there is an additional mapping defined for region North America, 
which comprises ERP sales organizations U*, 0003, and 3100.  

1 

2 

4 3 
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4.2.3 How to enter real values 

As you can see, you can use explicit values as real values as well as wildcards. Furthermore, you can 
exclude values, or specify ranges. In table Real Values you only need to specify the sign (I for include 
or E for exclude) and put your values in the low and – if applicable – high field. The option is 
automatically derived from your entries when you press enter or save.  

You can also paste copied entries into the table, e.g. from an Excel file with the correct format: copy one or 
more lines, set the cursor at any position in the column sign and press ctrl + v. The copied lines will be 
added to the table. 

Furthermore, you can upload csv (comma separated values) files in the table Real Values. This can be done 
by creating a Microsoft Excel file matching the structure of the table and filling it with values. Then, save the 
file in Microsoft Excel as .csv. The file can be uploaded into table Real Values by using the little icon on the 
upper right corner (1). 

There is also the possibility to download your entries to an Excel file (2).  

.   

 

Note: Please use only virtual characteristics where the mapping to the technical SAP organizational 
units is unique. For example, if many plants are producing for multiple business units like Battery and 
Engine Production than the virtual characteristics “business unit” is not a suitable one. Exception: If 
only minor number of plants are producing for multiple business units than you could create a virtual 

1 

2 
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characteristic called “cross business unit production” where you map these corresponding production 
plants. n.  

 

Limitation: You can only map one technical SAP value to a virtual characteristic. That means you 
cannot map a combination of sales organization and plant or sales organization or document type to 
a virtual characteristic.  

 

When you finished entering the real values for your virtual values, please press “Save” in the lower right 
corner before you navigate to the next screen. 

4.3 Step 3: Add Virtual Characteristic to Analytical Key Figure 

In the last step of the guided procedure you can assign the virtual characteristic to the respective key 
figure where you want to use it. Here, you also declare which real characteristic shall be used for the 
determination of the right virtual characteristic value. 

In the example below, you can see that virtual characteristic Region points to the real characteristic 
Company Code for key figure Open items FI-AR, whereas the same virtual characteristic points to 
real characteristic Sales Organization for key figure Billing due sales documents. 

 

 
 

4.3.1 How to assign your virtual characteristic to a key figure  

In order to assign a virtual characteristic to an analytical key figure (AKF), press on Append Row (1). A new 
line will be added to the table. You can use the F4 help to select one or more analytical key figures (2). 
Confirm your selection by pressing OK (3). The AKF(s) will be added to the table. 

There are several features available that reduce the maintenance effort for assigning virtual characteristics to 
AKFs: 

• When you select a key figure, and there is only one valid virtual characteristic, the corresponding 
fields are filled automatically. 

• When you select a key figure and there is only one valid virtual characteristic and only one valid real 
characteristic, all fields are filled automatically. 
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• When you have entered a key figure and chosen a virtual characteristic, and there is only one valid 
entry for real characteristic, the field is filled automatically. 

 

 
 
 

Note: Compared to versions prior to SAP Solution Manager 7.20 Support Package SP06, you do not 
need to create entries for every connector separately. When you enter the technical name of the key 
figure, an entry for TwinCube connector as well as for Detail List Connector is created in 
background. You can check this in table AGS_RI_VCHARSMAP. 

4.3.2 Further table operations  

There are several functionalities implemented for the table that facilitate mass maintenance of AKF/virtual 
characteristic assignment.  

• You can filter and sort every column in the table (1). 

• You can copy existing entries using the Copy button (2). Please note that the copied entry needs to 
be changed before saving because we do not allow identical entries. 

• You can download the displayed list of AKF/virtual characteristics assignments into Excel (3) 

• You can paste copied entries into the table: copy one or more lines of e.g. an Excel file with the 
correct format, set the cursor at any position in the column Analytical Key Figure and press ctrl + v. 
The copied lines will be added to the table. 

 

 
  

1 

2 

3 

2 

1 

3 
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5 HOW TO USE VIRTUAL CHARACTERISTICS  

Virtual characteristics can be used in Business Process Improvement Applications, such as Business 
Process Operations Dashboards and Business Process Analytics. In the following, you will find some 
examples that show how these applications benefit from virtual characteristics. For more information on how 
to set up and access these applications, please refer to the respective Best Practice Guide. These 
documents can be found at Business Process Improvement - Solution Manager - SCN Wiki under tab 
Technical Information section SAP Solution Manger 7.2.  

5.1  Virtual Characteristics in Business Process Analytics 

With SAP Solution Manager 7.20 SP11, you have the possibility to access two different user interfaces for 
Business Process Analytics: the classical Web Dynpro UI is described first, followed by the SAPUI5 based 
User Interface that is available as of Solution Manger 7.20 SP10. 

5.1.1 “Classic” Business Process Analytics (Web Dynpro User Interface) 

In the example below, you can see how the virtual characteristic Region (1) can be used as a filter to display 
only the company codes assigned to region “APJ” (2). 

 

 

Furthermore, you can display a chart where your measured value is distributed across the values for your 
virtual characteristics.  

2 

1 

http://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement
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5.1.2 “New” Business Process Analytics (SAPUI5 User Interface) 

In the following, you can see the same example as described in the previous section, showing the new, 
SAPUI5 based version of Business Process Analytics.  

On the left side, you can see a filter on virtual characteristic Region APJ (1). The corresponding company 
codes are visible in the right table (2). 

 

On the following screenshot you can see a benchmarking graphic, grouped by virtual characteristic Region. 

1 

2 
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5.2 Virtual Characteristics in Business Process Operations Dashboards 

With virtual characteristics you are able to build dashboards that provide a global overview of all your 
regions, e.g. as shown in the dashboard below. Here, the data is split between the three regions America + 
US, Asia Pacific, and EMEA. Additionally, you see one column comprising possible company codes that are 
not (yet) assigned to any region (“others”). 

In the example shown below, both analytical key figure instances have the virtual characteristic “Region” as 
category (please see section Getting virtual characteristics into a dashboard). 

 

 

If you configured some additional parent child relationships between your panels, then a forward navigation 
is possible. If you click for example on the cell for “Open and overdue FI-AR items” in Asia Pacific, then you 
can see which company codes are part of the region. 

 

Click link to navigate 
to child panel 
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5.2.1 Getting virtual characteristics into a dashboard 

For every key figure you would like to see in the Dashboard you have to create an Analytical Key Figure 
Instance (AKFI) and add the virtual characteristic as a Category in the BPO Dashboards Configuration. The 
virtual characteristic you created earlier will appear in the F4 help. 

 

Once you have created the AKFI, you can create a panel, assign the AKFI to it and then create a dashboard 
including your panel. The panel type used in our example is Dynamic Rating Table 2. 

You also have the possibility to use a virtual characteristic as a filter in the AKFI, e.g. to only show company 
codes belonging to a certain region in a dashboard. 
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If you would like to configure a child panel as shown in the example above, you need to do the following 
steps: 

1. Define an additional AKFI with company code as category, calendar month as drilldown. 
2. Maintain necessary filters (monitoring ID, time filter). 
3. Add a runtime filter for your virtual characteristic. 
4. Optional: set a rating. 
5. Create a detail panel with panel type Dynamic Rating Table and add the new AKFI. 
6. Add the detail panel to the AKFI in the original panel. 

 

 

 

For a detailed description on how to set up Business Process Operations Dashboards, please look at 
the Best Practice Guide for Business Process Operation Dashboards. The document can be found at 

6 

3 

2 

5 

1 
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Business Process Improvement - Solution Manager - SCN Wiki under tab Technical Information section 
SAP Solution Manger 7.2 – subsection Business Process Dashboards, Best Practice.  

6 MISCELLANEOUS 

6.1 Getting In-App Help 

For a short description which tasks are to be performed in the respective steps, you can enable the quick 
help (Display Quick Help). If you would rather use more space for the setup tasks, you can select “Hide 
Quick Help”. 

 

 

http://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement

